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Schedule any

type of interview


 from your ATS
Schedule interviews  with the Cronofy integration 
for your ATS, no matter how complex your use case.

12x faster

Supercharge your ATS with Cronofy:

+ 

+ 

+ 

Rescheduling

No more rescheduling headaches. You or your 
invitees can reschedule and notify everyone in 
2 clicks



Panel and multi-person interviews

Set up pre-defined groups and rules for panel 
or group interviews



Override blocked times

Book over “blocked time” saved for interviews 
in a hiring manager’s calendar

+ 

+ 

+ 

Schedule sequenced interviews

Complex, back-to-back interview scheduling 
made easy



Schedule on behalf of a hiring manager 

Schedule interviews for managers to keep the 
recruitment pipeline moving 


Fast implementation 

Seamlessly integrate Cronofy into your existing 
workflows. Your Talent Acquisition team can be

up and running within a week

+ Save 1 day a 
week on admin

+ SCHEDULING 
TAKES 2 HOURS 
INSTEAD OF DAYS

+ 72% say the interview scheduling 
process affects their decision on 
whether or not to take a job



Integrates with: 

“Interview scheduling took up so much of our time 
before – now it's much quicker. For example, we 
have our daily morning meetings, and before all of 
us would list scheduling interviews as a task, 
maybe dedicating one hour of the day to it. Now, 
no one even mentions scheduling interviews as a 
task, because it’s so quick and simple.”

João Braga

Global Talent Acquisition Specialist, VoiceMod

“Even within a month of using Cronofy, we started to 
see the benefits. It’s so easy to use, and a lot faster 
than looking at calendars and sending times back 
and forth to people. Our team of recruiters and 
coordinators is saving 300 hours a month to

spend on higher-value tasks instead.”

Michelle Quinteros

Global Director of TA Ops, YNV Group

“Our recruiters can now own the end-to-end hiring 
journey. They can make sure that candidates are 
having a great experience, but are able to do it in 
a much more seamless way. The fact that Cronofy 
integrates with Lever means they’re spending a lot 
less time on the admin, everything just works.”

Joseph Wilkinson

Talent and Recruitment Leader, Agreena

Scan for the full

Candidate Expectations Report for 2023!
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